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Temperature and rate effects in metal plasticity 

J. D. CAMPBELL (OXFORD) 

THE PHYSICAL basis of plastic flow in metals is reviewed and the most important controlling 
processes are discussed. Theoretical treatments of some of the relevant micro-mechanisms are 
outlined and the resulting predictions of temperature and rate effects are indicated. In particular, 
the thermal-activation rate theory for the motion of dislocations is considered in some detail, 
and the significance of activation parameters is discussed. Attention is given to the existence 
of history effects and the conditions under which the correlation of temperature and rate sensi..; 
tivities is possible. Experimental results obtained in dynamic tests on various materials are 
summarized and discussed in terms of the theories of micro-mechanisms already reviewed. 
An account is given of some recent work at very high strain rates and under combine<l stresses, 
and the paper concludes with a discussion of the problem of formulating constitutive equations 
for application to important practical problems. 

Dokonano przegllldu fizykalnych podstaw plastycznego plyni~ia w metalach oraz przedy-· 
skutowano najwai:niejsze procesy kontroluj!lce. Podano zarys teoretycznej analizy kilku 
istotnych mikromechanizm6w i na ich podstawie okreslono przewidywane warto5ci tempera
tury i pr~kosci. W szczeg6lnosci rozwai:ono szczeg61owo pr~kosciowll teori~ termicznych · 
aktywacji i przedyskutowano znaczenie parametr6w aktywacji. Zwr6cono uwag~ na istnienie 
efekt6w historii oraz warunk6w, przy kt6rych moi:liwa jest korelacja wrai:Iiwosci materialu 
na temperatur~ i pr~dkosc. Otrzymane wyniki eksperymentalne w badaniach dynamicznych 
nad r6i:nymi materialami zostaly podsumowane i przedyskutowane w ramach wcze5niej om6-
wionych teorii mikromechanizm6w. Wzi~to pod uwag~ kilka ostatnich prac dotyclJlcych bardzo 
dui:ych pr~kosci odksztalcenia i zloi:onego stanu napr~i:enia. W zakonczeniu przeprowadzono 
dyskusj~ problemu formulowania r6wnan konstytutywnych celem zastosowania ich do wai:nych 
zagadnien praktycznych. 

llpoae,neuo o6oapeHHe <I>HaHtleCKHX oCHoB nnaCTHtieci<oro Te'leHHH a MeTaJI.Jiax H ~eHbl 
aa>~<ueH:wHe npoaepotJHbie npon;ecchi. .IJ:aeTcH oqepi< TeopeTH'Ieci<oro aua.JIH3a ueCI<OJibi<HX 
fiO,lOCO.l{Hill;HX Mai<pOMeXaHH3MOB H ua HX OCHOBe onpe,neJieHbi npe,nBH,neHHbie 3Ha'leHWI TeM
nepaTJpbi H CI<opoCTH. B 'laCTHoCl'H no,llpo6uo paccMoTpeua CI<opoCTHIUI TeopHH TepMH'IeCI<HX: 
ai<THaan;IDi H o6cy>K,neuo aua'leHHe napaMeTpOB ai<THBan;HH. 06paiiJ;euo BHHMaHHe ua cyiiJ;e-. 
CTBOBaHHe 3<l><l>ei<TOB HCTOpHH, a TQI<>Ke yCJIOBHH, npH I<OTOpbiX B03MO>KH8 KOppemlll;HJI; 
'IJBCTBHTeJibHOCTH MaTepHana Ha TeMnepaT}'py H CI<OpoCTD. llonyqeHHbie 3I<CIIepHMeHT8JibHbie 
pe3yJibT8Tbl B ,llHHaMH'IeCI<HX HCCJie,llOBaHHHX pa3HbiX MaTepHaJIOB fiO,nbiTO>KeHbi H OOcy>l<,l:teHbl 
a paMI<ax pauee paccMOTpeHHbiX Teopmi MHI<poMeXaHH3MOB. llpHHHTo a pacCMoTpeHHe ue
CI<OJILI<O nocne,llHHX pa6oT, I<acarolll;HXCH o'leHL 6oJibWHX ci<opocreH: Ae<t>opMan;HH H cno>KHoro 
uanpH>KeHHoro cocromrna. B aai<mo'leHHe npoae,neuo o6cy>K,neHHe 3a,ll&'IH <t>opMyJIHpoBI<H 
onpe)lemnoii.Ufx ypaaueHIDi c IJ;eJibiO npHMeueHWI HX ,llJUI Ba>KHbiX npai<TH'IeCI<HX aonpocoa. 

1. Introduction 

THE CLASSICAL papers of 0ROWAN, POLANYI and TAYLOR, all published in 1934, provided· 
the answer to the long-standing question concerning the large difference between the 
theoretical and experimental values for the flow stresses of metals. It became clear that 
plastic flow occurs by the movement of line defects, or dislocations, through the crystal 
lattice. It was, however, another two decades. before it was realized that in general this. 
movement must be considered as a dynamical process, so that a satisfactory theory of 
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plastic flow must include the strain rate as a basic parameter. This fact was also implicit 
in the development of macroscopic plasticity theory, which relates plastic strain incre
ments, or rates, to the applied stresses; in this context, however, time is eliminated by the 
assumption of ideal or rate-independent plasticity. 

The basic kinematic equation which is required in relating the macroscopic flow to 
the microscopic rate-controlling mechanism was first stated by OROWAN [1] in 1940. 
It is an expression of the fact that the strain rate is proportional to the magnitude of the 
Burgers vector b and to the area swept out by the dislocations in unit time. 0Row AN 
considered this area to be the product of the total length of dislocations and the average 
velocity with which they move. If these quantities can be related to the stress, strain, 
temperature or other macroscopic parameters, Orowan's equation provides the link 
between the microscopic and macroscopic. This approach has been extensively used by 
JoHNSTON and GILMAN, HAHN and others [2-5] to calculate stress-strain curves based on 
various empirical formulae for the dislocation density and mean dislocation velocity in 
terms of macroscopic quantities. These stud1es have shown that it is quite possible to 
generate qualitatively correct stress-strain curves in this way. There is, however, a basic 
difficulty in determining experimentally the underlying relationships, since the instantaneous 
mobile dislocation density and velocity cannot be measured. Indeed, it can be argued 
that it is in principle impossible to measure these quantities separately except under special 
conditions where dislocation density is so low that the motion of individual dislocations 
can be observed; such conditions are of course very different from those obtaining in 
ordinary polycrystalline metals and alloys. 

It is well known that at low strain rates or moderately high temperatures many metals 
show small temperature and rate dependences, and this has led to the concept of an "ather
mal" stress which is governed by relatively large-scale internal stresses caused by grain 
boundaries, precipitate particles or other obstacles to dislocation motion. It is usually 
assumed; following SEEGER [6], that in general the flow stress is the sum of this athermal 
component and a thermal component. The latter is required to enable dislocations to 
move past short-range barriers such as solute atoms or intersecting dislocations; in this 
process, thermal energy is also available, so that the strain rate is governed by a relation 
of the Arrhenius type. This approach has been successful in explaining the observed rate 
dependence of various metals and alloys, though there are some difficulties in its general 
application. 

Accepting the validity of the assumption that a total activation energy LJH0 is required 
to overcome a short-range barrier, part of which may be supplied by thermal motion, it 
is clear that if the applied stress is large enough the wh'Jle of the energy IJH0 will be supplied 
by mechanical work, so that thermal activation will no longer be required. The critical 
value of applied stress must correspond with the flow stress at absolute zero of tempera
ture. For stresses greater than this the flow ceases to be controlled by the short-range 
barriers, and must depend on dissipative processes which occur when a dislocation moves 
through the lattice. A review of several such processes has been given by NABARRO [7]. 
In many cases, the dissipation is of a linearly viscous nature, so that a linear dependence of 
flow stress on strain rate would be expected. 

At extremely high strain rates, relativistic effects may become dominant, since it can 
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TEMPERATURE AND RATE EFFECI'S IN METAL PILASTCITY 409 

be shown that the energy associated with a moving dislocation becomes idefinitely large 
as its speed approaches the sonic wave speed. Thus there is a limiting strain rate which 
corresponds to the motion of all the dislocations at this same speed. However, this rate is, 
for ordinary metals, so high that it seems doubtful whether it is reached except possibly 
under explosive loading. 

2. Thermauy .. activated plastic flow 

From absolute rate theory the dislocation velocity is given by 

(2.1) v = 2v0 exp{- ~~· )•h{ k~ / AdT* ). 

where v 0 is the limiting velocity attained when the total activation energy LJH0 is supplied 
by external work, b -the Burgers vector, A - the area swept out during activation 
(the activation area), -r*- the thermal component of the shear stress, k- Boltzmann's 
constant, and T the absolute temperature. 

For small values of -r* this gives a linear dependence of v on -r*, but for large -r* we 
may write 

(2.2) 

where V = Ab is the activation volume. 
It should be noted that a different definition of activation volume is sometimes used 

(mean activation volume): 
1'. 1'. 

V'=!?__ f Ad-r* =_I_ J Vd-r*, 
T* T* 

0 0 

in which case (2.2) becomes 

(2.3) ( 
AH0 - V'-r*) 

V = V0exp - kT . 

The two definitions coincide if A does not depend on -r*; but in general both V and V' 
depend on -r*. 

Combining (2.3) with Orowan's kinematic relation, 

(2.4) 

where yP is the plastic shear strain rate and e is the mobile dislocation density, we obtain 

where y0 = bev0 • 

Thus 

(2.5) 

* _ AH0 kT (yP) 
-r - --v' + V' In Yo , 
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where T..t is the athermal component of stress. Thus T is a function of the "velocity-modified 
temperature" Tmod = Tln(.Yo/YP). If V and V' are independent of -r*, the stress varies 
linearly with the logarithm of the plastic strain rate and reaches the limiting value y0 at 
a stress 

(2.6) 

If, however, V' varies with T*, the relation between -r* and lnyP is non-linear although 
there is still a limiting stress corresponding to yP = y0 • In general we may write 

v = kr( alnyP) ';:;',kr( alnyP) , 
aT* T aT T 

provided that y0 does not vary significantly with -r*. Thus if V is also independent of -r*, 
plots of thermal stress against the logarithm of the plastic strain rate should be straight 
lines of slope proportional to absolute temperature; if V depends on T* but not on T, 
these plots are curved, though at a given stress -r* the slopes are still proportional to T. 

Theoretical non-dimensional plots have been calculated by DAVIDSON and LINDHOLM 
[8] for various assumed relations between V and -r*, which correspond to different models 
for the short-range barriers. They conclude that for f.c.c. metals, in particular aluminium, 
Seeger's assumption that V is independent of -r* gives an adequate representation of experi
mental data over wide ranges of strain rate and temperature, under constant-rate condi
tions. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. I. 

a T 

tan B-~ Ln(i~} 

r 

a ln 3'P 
k7:, 

tancp-v 

Fio. 1. Temperature and rate sensitivity of flow stress for a metal with constant activation volume. 

For b.c.c. metals, on the other hand, it seems that the behaviour cannot be fully described 
by this model unless V varies with both T* and T. This conclusion also follows from meas
urements of dislocation velocity as a function of stress and temperature, made by TURNER 
and VREELAND [9] on iron single crystals. 

It is possible that the measured strain rate is controlled by two or more processes 
corresponding to different thermally-activated mechanisms. If these mechanisms operate 
on different segments of dislocation which do not interact, we may expect the plastic 
strain rate to be the sum of two rates, each related to the stress by an equation such as 
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(2.5). Then at a given stress the high-rate mechanism will dominate, so that at low tempera· 
tures the mechanism with smaller activation energy will be controlling, and at high temper· 
atures that with larger activation energy will be controlling. If, on the other hand, each 
dislocation segment is subjected to two types of barrier, the plastic strain rate will be 
governed by the low-rate mechanism, so that the contrary will apply. The available data 
for b.c.c. metals are consistent with the first of these two possibilities. 

A further indication that the flow stress of b.c.c. metals may be dependent on more 
than one thermally-activated mechanism is given by strain-rate change tests on molybdenum 
and niobium [10]. These show that the rate sensitivity of the flow stress depends on the 
previous strain history in a complex manner, the behaviour showing a significant change 
as the initial rate is changed from a quasi-static rate to a rate of order 1 o-1 s-1• 

In spite of these difficulties in applying (2.5) to b.c.c. metals, it has been shown by 
ARMSTRONG and CAMPBELL [11] that an equation of this type nevertheless holds as a first 
approximation for constant rate conditions with V inversely proportional to -r*. This 

T• 

relation implies that LJH0 and J V d-r* are both infinite, though their difference- the 
0 

activation energy LJH- remains finite; it is given by 

(2.7) 
T~ ( $) 

LJH= J Vd-r* = Cln T~ , 
,.. T 

where C = V-r* is a constant. The Eq. (2.2) then becomes 

(2.8) 
- (~)C/kT 

V- Vo * . 
To 

An empirical equation of the form (2.7) was first suggested by YOKOBORI [12] on the 
basis of calculations made by CoiTRELL and BILBY [13]. The power law (2.8) was used to 
describe experimental observations of dislocation motion made by JOHNSTON and OILMAN 

[2] for lithium··'fluoride, and by STEIN and Low [14] for silicon-iron. 
From (2.4) and (2.8) we obtain: 

(2.9) ( 
Yo )-kT/C 

T* = T~ --;-p • 
y 

According to this approach, therefore, the flow stress is given by 

T = T.t + T~(y0 fyP)-11oT, 
T = T.t +T~exp{ -PT), 

(2.10) or 

where T.t is the athermal component of stress and /10 = k/C, P = /10 ln( ~0 ) • 
. /'p 

The Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

In general, it appears that much of the constant-rate data for f.c.c. metals can be reason
ably represented by (2.5), while {2.10) may be used to describe results for b.c.c. metals, 
though here the choice of T.t is crucial and some discrepancies are evident. Data for h.c.p. 
metals are less extensive than for f.c.c. and b.c.c. metals. Since in general slip must occur 
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lnt* lnr* 

lnr% T=D ----~~ 

ln 0o 

FIG. 2. Temperature and rate sensitivity of flow stress for a metal with activation volume inversely pro
portional to thermal component of stress. 

on both prismatic and basal planes and may therefore be governed by more than one 
mechanism, the behaviour is more complex than for f.c.c. metals. 

The basis of the treatment discussed above is that the stress may be considered as 
the sum of an athermal and a thermal component. This assumption has been examined 
by LI [15] who pointed out that a dislocation will in general move in a fluctuating stress 
field; taking the fluctuation to be sinusoidal, LI calculated the mean velocity in terms of 
the total stress and the amplitude of the stress fluctuations, assuming that the instantaneous 
velocity is a power-function of the local stress. Hence he calculated an effective internal 
stress which if subtracted from the applied stress, would give a (constant) velocity equal 
to the mean velocity. LI concluded that in most cases the effective internal stress is nearly 
equal to the amplitude of the stress fluctuations. 

It should be noted, however, that such a conclusion is not easily applied to a real 
material, since the internal stress fluctuations will be of a random nature rather than 
sinusoidal. A statistical treatment is thus required, and it is not clear that the usual practice 
of subtracting a constant internal stress can be justified. 

LI also calculated apparent activation parameters, and showed that they are larger than 
those without an internal stress field. 

Another uncertainty involved in the thermal-activation-rate analysis is the possibility 
of a stress-dependent entropy of activation L1s. This is related to the activation volume by 
the Maxwell relation 

(2.11) 

Experimental results for b.c.c. metals indicate that these terms are not zero, or alterna
tively that more than one mechanism is operative. 

Finally, the role of the pre-exponential factor y0 is not yet clear.lt is commonly assum
ed to depend only on strain, but a significant dependence on stress cannot be ruled out. 

For all these reasons, it is evident that the theory is not sufficiently well established 
to be used with confidence to predict the rate and temperature dependence of stress for 
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real materials. Its chief use is in giving a qualitatively correct description of behaviour 
and in suggesting forms for empirical relationships which can describe the observed 
behaviour in certain ranges of the variables. 

3. Quasi-viscous flow 

At sufficiently high stresses, the local obstacles to dislocation motion become ineffective 
in controlling the strain rate, since thermal activation is not required. The stress at which 
this first occurs is 

(3.1) To = 'l'A +r8 
or, for a stress-independent activation volume V, 

LJHo 
(3.2) To= r .. +-v-· 

At this stress, the plastic strain rate becomes equal to the pre-exponential factor y0 , at 
any temperature; the stress r 0 is also the limiting flow stress at absolute zero temperature, 
for any strain rate up to y0 • 

At stresses above r 0 or strain rates above y0 , flow must be controlled by dissipative 
processes within the crystal lattice, as dislocations move through it. A review of theories 
of a number of such processes has been given by NABARRO [7], who concluded that several 
of them cause sufficient resistance to restrict the dislocation speed under normal conditions 
to values considerably less than the sonic speed. Several mechanisms involve linearly 
viscous dissipation, and of these phonon viscosity appears to make the largest contri
bution. MASoN's formula [16] for the shear stress required to move a dislocation at 
a speed v against this resistance is 

(3.3) 'l'., = 1Jbv /Snr~, 
where 1J is the (microscopic) viscosity and r0 is the effective core radius of the dislocation. 
MASON obtained agreement by taking r0 to be of the order of b, but NABARRO [7] has 
argued that a considerably larger value should be used. 

In general, for viscous damping we write 

(3.4) 'l'o = Bvfb, 

where B is the resistive force acting on unit length of dislocation line moving at unit veloc
ity. 

Combining (3.4) with (2.4) we obtain 

(3.5) 'l'v = rlyP, 
where rl = B I eh2 is the macroscopic viscosity. 

If it is assumed that for r > r 0 the stress must be sufficient to overcome the long
range stresses, the short-range barriers and the viscous resistance, the total stress is given by 

(3.6) 'l' = 'l'A +r~ +rlyP. 
Experiments on single-crystal and polycrystalline metals and alloys have given results 
consistent with (3.6), with the following values of rl, in units of kNsm- 2 (104 Poise), at 
room temperature [17]: 
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Single Crystal 
Polycrystalline 

AI 
1.2 

1.4, 2.1 

Cu 
10.8 
3.6 

Zn 
0.5 

J. D. CAMPBELL 

Brass Mild steel 

5.5 2.1, 2.8 

For aluminium single crystals, ex was found to decrease slightly as the temperature 
increased from 20 to 500°K., while for zinc in basal shear it was found to be independent 
of temperature in the range 300 to 633°K; for both materials no temperature dependence 
was observed for the value of the intercept correspondingto y' = 0, i.e. -r0 • For mild steel, 
however, this intercept decreased considerably as the temperature increased from 293 to 
713°K; from (2.6), this implies that the activation volume increases with increasing temper
ature. This could be caused by an increase in the core size of the dislocation with increasing 
temperature, or by a change in the rate-controlling mechanism with change of temperature. 

4. Eft'ect of strain rate history 

It has been mentioned already that there is experimental evidence that in general the 
flow stress of a metal depends on the strain history as well as the instantaneous values 
of strain and strain rate. Such a dependence is to be expected from the known fact that 
the dislocation structure is in general history-dependent. This is indicated by the observa
tions that slip-bands are finer in mild steel after rapid deformatioq. than after slow deforma
tion to the same strain, and that the static strength is lower. 

Detailed studies of rate-history effects have been made by LINDHOLM [I 8], KLEPACZKO 
(19), and F'RANTZ and DUFFY [20) for aluminium, by NICHOLAS and WHITMIRE [21) for 
aluminium, mild steel and titanium, and by CAMPBELL and BRIGGS [10] for molybdenum 
and niobium. It appears that for aluminium and titanium the dynamic flow stress is always 
reduced if pre-straining occurs at a low rate, whereas for mild steel, molybdenum and 
niobium it may be increased. KLEPACZKO has interpreted the results for aluminium in 
terms of a recovery process which operates during the pre-straining period. The results for 
b.c.c. metals on the other hand appear to be related to changes in dislocation distribution. 

Recently, an investigation has been made of the behaviour of copper subjected to very 
large strain rate increases oo- 3 to 103 s-1) in pure shear, at various initial temperatures 
[22]. The results show a positive rate sensitivity and positive strain hardening. The initial 
response to the rate increase is elastic, but a considerable incremental strain occurs before 
the stress reaches that value obtained in constant rate tests at the higher rate. These 
results, which are similar to those obtained by KLEPACZKO for aluminium, show that the 
material behaviour is not consistent with the existence of a mechanical equation of state 
relating stress, strain, strain rate and temperature. 

5. Behaviour under combined stresses 

Most of the available data on rate and temperature effects relate to the behaviour 
under simple states of stress. However, many applications concern materials subjected 
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to combined stresses, so that it is necessary to develop more general constitutive relations. 
The different approaches which have been made to this problem have been reviewed by 
PmzYNA [23, 24] and CRISTESCU [25]. PERZYNA has formulated a theory for elastic-visco
plastic materials; in its simplest form, this is a generalization of the Prandtl-Reuss flow 
rule of ideal plasticity, and may be written 

(5.1) efJ = 2J.(f/>(F)) aat , 
(11} 

where F = f/k-1, f(a11) being the yield function and k the "static" yield stress. The 
symbol () is defined so that 

I 0 for F ~ 0, 
(f/>(F)) = f/>(F) for F > 0. 

Assuming the Huber-Mises yield function 

(5.2) ( 
1 )1/2 

f = 2SuS,J , 

where Su is the deviatoric stress, (5.1) becomes 

(5.3) 

In general, the strain rate parameter )., the "static" yield stress k and the function f/> depend 
on the temperature T. The Eq. (5.3) is a generalization of the relations introduced by 
SoKo:.ovsKY [26] and MALVERN [27] for uniaxial stress. PERZYNA has used various forms 
of the function f/> in fitting (5.3) to experimental data for several metals; he has also gener
alized the equation to take account of work-hardening and history effects [24]. LINDHOLM 
[18] has used a relation of the form (5.3) in interpreting the results of his tension-torsion 
tests on aluminium; he assumed a function f/> corresponding to the thermal-activation 
Eq. (2.3), taking the activation volume to be independent of stress, and obtained a reason
able agreement over a range of temperatures and constant strain rates. 

BoDNER [28] has pointed out that it may not be possible to define a "static" yield stress, 
and has postulated a functional relationship between the second invariants of the deviators 
of the plastic deformation rate and the stress. The function is a continuous one, which can 
be applied at all stages of the deformation, so that no distinction is made between elastic 
and visco-plastic conditions, nor between loading and unloading. The validity of this 
approach has not yet been established for high rates of straining. 

Little information is available for non-radial straining paths. LINDHOLM [18] found 
in medium rate tension-torsion tests on aluminium that a flow rule of the form (5.3) was 
obeyed approximately, though there was some indication that during a sudden change in 
the orientation of the strain rate tensor, deviations from the rule occurred. Similar effects 
have been reported for copper tested at low and medium strain rates [29, 30]. It is therefore 
not yet clear whether this type of constitutive law is valid in situations such as those which 
occur in metal-forming and crack propagation, when very rapid changes in the magnitude 
and orientation of the plastic strain rate tensor take place. To obtain experimental data 
relevant to such conditions and to determine the most appropriate forms of theory to 
describe the observed behaviour are perhaps the most important tasks in macro-plasticity 
at the present time. 
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